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Wood county sees more deaths from domestic violence
In a report released by Wood County Domestic Violence Fatality Review Team, 12 out of 27 homicides are a direct result of domestic violence
By Nicole Krohn
Reporter
According toa report released on
March IH by the Wood County
Domestic
Violence
Fatality
Review Team, nearly half of
the homicides in Wood County
between lone I'I'll to lune 2007
were the result of domestic violence.
The FRI was formed in
November 2005 and is made up

of representatives from various
Wood County agencies. They
started meeting monthly in
lanuaiy 200(i tO review cases ol
victims murdered by their Intimate partners.
Domestic violence occurs
when one person purposely
causes physical and/or mental
harm to a family or household
member. This can include family, child, sibling, or elder abuse.

Low student
turnout is
recurrinq
issue for UbG

Intimate partner violence occurs
between two people who are or
have been in a close relationship, such as spouses and dating

partners.
Out of 27 homicides found
in the report, 12. or 44 percent, were domestic violence
homicides compared to 9 percent nationally. Nine of (he 12
domestic violence homicides, or
75 percent, were intimate part-

ner homicides, according to the
report.
The goal was to find gaps in
the system and look for high
risk factors in domestic violence

situations.
"We reviewed each case in
depth to try and find the patterns," said Kathy Mull, coordinator for the l-'RT and Victims
Services program coordinator.
Then we tried to take a step

Senior Reporter

Howling Green skateboarders will soon have a new place
in town to practice their talent

CLEANING: Housekeeping manager Violet Jacobs cleans a table on the third door of Jerome Library, which houses
the musk library and sound recordings archives Jacobs worked at the University Guest House (or iO years

Sundeep

"We're
never
going to
have
70 to HO percent
of students voting, that's just
not going to happen realistically,"

Current USG

iiso

Mutgi
ptesident
recognizes
low voter
turnout as a
problem

president

Sundeep Mulgi said. "I think
definitely it's an effort of student
government that needs 10 be
improved."
Sophomore Ashley Klonaris
hasn't voted in the elections and
said she probably won't She did
know (hat elections were this
SeeVOTEIPaqe/

Housekeeper among
staff taking University
separation program
iidilur's note: Of the 834 eligible classified sinff, administrative stuff ami faculty.
149 employees hare chosen to lean' the
University with the Employee Seimralion
Program. All except eight of the 38 faculty.
33 administrative staff and 78 classified,
or hourly, employees will leave by lune 30.
This is the third ixirt of a three-part series
looking at areas affected by the program.

CAMPUS
BRIFF

By Ginj Potthoff

STACKED SERVICE
Number or fa
service employees:
Number leaving:

21

Violet Jacobs:

32 years

Editor-in-chief

Last day to vote for USG
president on University
home page
Today is the last day ol Undergraduate
Student Government elections
There is a link on the University home
page wwwbgsuedu. (hat will lake students to the voting Web site.
Voting is open until midnight. Election
results will be announced April 6.
Current USG Vice President Kevin
Basch is pined on his ballot by vice presidential candidate Dan Caldwell. and USG
Senate* Clayton Stewart is joined in his
presidential bid by vice presidential candi
date Brandon Double
Senatorial elections will also be avail-

Violet Jacobs is starting her second career
at age 07. She'd rather be a babysitter than
a housekeeper.
lacobs Can't wait to spend more lime
with her seven grandchildren. She gushes
at (he thought of volunteering at (heir
schools, unending baseball games and
receiving phone calls from her two sons.
"They'll be calling all the time to have
me baby-sit," she said 'I'm not one to stay
away from my grandkids... I know someday they'll be grown and on their own ...
but righ( now I'm just too connecled (o

them."
lacobs cleans four floors of lerome
Library daily, duties she inherited after
the I Iniversity closed its (ittesi I louse last
year where she had cleaned for 30 years.
She won't miss (he 20-minute drive

north to (he University from her home
in North Baltimore, but lacobs will miss
the structure a job in facilities services
provided her for nearly 32 years.
She's joining her husband in retirement, motivated to leave by the guaranteed $25,000 plus sick leave.
lacobs is one of 21 facilities services
classified staff electing to lake [he
Employee Separation Program, which
allows faculty and staff with 15 or more
years of service (o voluntarily leave in
exchange for a portion of their base salary
(o be paid oul during a set period of time.
The University expects (o save S5 million in a three to five year span after 149
employees signed up.
See SEPARATION Page 2

able lor student votes on the University
homepage
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Students test dodging skills

Be kind, considerate when drinking

Each semester H20 tries to hold a

The drunks on campus can be entertaining,

Dodgeball tournament and Thursday

annoying, or downright mean, but one thing they

night allowed students to test their skills

should always be is respectful says columnist

in a school recess favorite | Page J

Hannah Bealer | Page 4

k

of defy gravity even if
only for a split second,

-legally.

MMMBUZAS

(hey need to combat.

"Just to be able to sort

Rep* rti

equal the entire
undergraduate
student population and IISC,

low

ABUSE

By Troy Chamberlain

Today is the last day to vote in
the Undergraduate
Student
Government elections, and USG
is hoping for a better turnout
(ban previous years.
In die past three elections,
lewer than 3,000 students voted
each time All three years combined
doesn't

voter turnout as
a major problem

women is when the) trj to break
upor leave," said Man Krueger,
director of the Women- ( enter.
"It's not In s.iv we don I want
tin in in gel avva) or leave, bin ii
is dangerous."
All oi tiie perpetrators were
men between in and 17 years
old. rhe) .ill showed signs of

Unused parking
lot set to turn into
par
news

NEWS SERIES I EMPLOYEE SEPARATION

ByAlissaONeill

recognizes

back and find where we could
close the gaps in help victims
Stay sale and widen the safer)
nets tni them.
The FRT found several nun
mini characteristics in the
cases.
All of the victims were women
bet ween 21 and IH yea is 1 >ld and
had left or were in the process ol
leaving their abuser.
"Tin'most dangerous time foi

Kristin Otley, recreation and
events coordinator for Bowling
Green, said a skatepark will be
built in a 13,000square-foot section of the city park near the
existing hockej rink, rhe area
currently is a rarely used park
ing lot for t he park and was allotted to the project by the city's
mayor.
I hough rough plans bine
been developed. I he job bits not
yet been put to bid.

Construction,

Otlej

said,

is scheduled to begin around
October 2010; (he length of the
project will not be known until
bids have been received.
I here is currently $55,000 set
iiside for the development of
the park, Otley said. I lie money
was accumulated from a com
bination of city budget appot
tionments to the parks district,
community donations, grants
and grant-matching funds from
the city, flu' largest single funds
receipt came from it $20,000
Nature Works grant awarded to the city In the stale hist
November. Another $10,000 v\as
given to the city in the form of a
check—donated by a single resident who took it personal inter
est in bringing the idea closet in
reality.
The need for a skatepatk
was first seriousk recognized,

according to Otley, around lout
years ago when the idea was
suggested to the city council In
members of a group known as
the Community Coalition lor
ybuthand Family. I'hesesuggestions were taken into consideration with the relativepre\atence
of skateboarding in the town.
"You really are seeing, just
driving or walking around town.
there are a lot more people on
skateboards." she said, " I here
are kids on skateboards, young
adults on skateboards, even
some adults on skateboards."
With t he need for the park real
Ized, Otley said, it was time to
put the concept into motion. The
city council assembled a group

SPORTS

BG takes on EMU this weekend

feels so nice..."
ol local middle and high school
students to assist in planning
thi' projet I I In- pin pose of the
group was in get insight from the

local skateboarding community
to ensure the final result would
he something which addressed
sk.ileis needs Input was then
balanced with budgetary considerations and a plan was born.
Skateboardet Ron Murks. 20,
was a member ot the skatepark
group four years ago when he
was ,i sophomore at Howling
Green High School, lie intended
monthly meet ingsat I be Howling
Green Community Centet with
the mayor, (he chief of police
and various other cit) officials
At (hese meetings he would provide his ideas, critique proposals from others and work toward
compromise to arrive at a plan
all could agree on
Sheeks involvement with and
knowledge ol the event tapered
off as he latei transferred to a
vocational school, but his interest
was rekindled when he returned
to that same community center
where he once debated the issue

and saw I shirts for sale promoting the park
kids are getting kicked out ol
more and mote places, people
are pulling up signs that sa\ No
Skateboarding,' thej think they
are just (here to vandalize." he
said. "Thej really just want a
place to go to have fun. skate.

chill."
Otley said certain residents
voiced concerns ih.it putting a
skatepark in town would attract
a negative crowd. Otlej said
she believes these worries come
mainly from misconceptions,
and she hopes the high visibility
of the park will help break down
these Willis and foster a better

level of understanding.
"I l hink people w hi i have nc\ er
SKATE

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What is the most irritating thing drunk people do?

Falcon baseball will need to tighten up its
pitching and defense when they take on

HEATHER BUSHEK
Junior Theater

Eastern Michigan this evening in the first

of their three game series | Page 6

Tell you awkwatd personal stones."

| Page 4
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BLOTTER

SKATE
From Page 1

WED., MARCH 31
803 A.M.
Matthew James Catiourv. 26. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for two counts of
drug trafficking Mowing a search warrant
withn the 800 block of 3rd St
11:06 P.M.
Resident within 500 block of E Merry
Ave was warned for drsordeHy conduct/
kxid voices
11:10 P.M.
Rodents wrthn 400 block of Ouch St.
were advised of a noise complarit related
to the playing of a guitar and bongo

ABUSE
From Page 1

1140 P.M.
M 'ViHftFay.21.ofBowingGreen.
ted for open container within 200
block of N. Main St

THU.. APRIL!
1225 A.M.
Residents within 300 block of E. Merry
Ave were advised of a noise complaint
following a loud pounding. The residents

1,50 A.M.
■ Mduakwrlrwi 100 block of N
Main Si were warned for disorderly con' idling.
Gregory R Tuttarnore Sr. 49. of Fincflay.
-ted on a Perrysburg warrant

k

been exposed to Iskateboardim: may stop and say: 'Wow.
that takes a lot of athleticism to
do that." she said. "It's a sport
just like any other,"
Innior Cody Evans has lived
in Bowling Green his entire
life, lie has skated for seven
years and has felt the resentment some members of the
population feel toward skaters.

ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
ml to correct all factual errors
think an error has been made.
i BG News at 419-372-6966

VOTE

substance abuse, possessiveness or jealousy and controlling
behavior.
Seven of the eight perpetrators had a previous history of
violence with the victim, six
showed stalking behavior and
six had a previous history of violence based on criminal history
or witness reports, lour perpetrators had at least one domes
tic violence charge. [Then! were
nine victims but only eight perpetrators because one killed his
wife and girlfriend. I
Mull said the FRT is now
trying to find specific ways to
implement changes in theareas
in which gaps have been identified.
"We can always do belter,
which is why the team was
formed." Mull said. "We need
to continue raising awareness
about domestic violence and
work together as a community."
Undergraduate
Studies
Coordinator and Women's
Studies Instructor Sarah Hainey
said one of the most important
t hings we can do is hold domestic violence perpetrators more

"...this year has been

from Page 1
wick after both presidential
candidates spoke to her sorority, hut Klonaris thought USG
could do more to advertise the
elections such as talking with

improving from last,
we've got exponential
growth to go."
Jeep Mutgi | USG President

other student organizations and
putting up more flyers. Mutgi
agreed and said he would like
lo sec more opportunities for
students to meet the USG candidates along with more advertisements for elections and candidates alike.
"While I think this year has
been improving from last, we've
gin exponential growth to go,"
Mutgi said,
Presidential candidates have
used other outlets such as
I acebook, debates, posters and
livers to publicize their platforms throughout this year's
campaign. Mutgi said the more
outlets, the better.
"People just didn't know
about the vote," Mutgi said of
pasi elei lions. "I think the more
of all the outlets that are used,
the more people find out about
tilings

Last year. 2,94!) students
voted, according to IJSG records,
which was only three votes
levver than in 2008 and still not
even one quarter of the student
population, low voter turnout
not only affects candidates
throughout election week, but
also has the potential to affect
the elected administration the
following school year.

"It's harder to turn around
to the administration or to the
city or to the faculty and say,
'We represent 13,00(1 people'
when your vote was 2,000 total
and there's i:i.()()() students out
there," Mutgi said. "It's very
easy to turn around to them
and say, '7(1 percent of the students voted,'and this is the least
who we represent. We represent
a huge chunk of people."
lunior Katie (ouser and
senior Amber Dusenberry both
voted this week and said they
thought it was important for
students to vote to make their
voices heard.
"I think it's important to have
your voice heard." Couser said.
"Especially if you believe in
what the candidates are about."
Students have until midnight
to cast their ballots online at
www.bgsu.edu. Mutgi said
whether or not the candidate a
student votes for wins, it's about
backing I IS( I as an organization
that represents the students.
"One vote, two votes — that
changes it," Mutgi said. "It's
not one vote that makes a difference, but it's the mindset of
everyone who voles that makes
that difference."

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

Despite the sport's negative
stigma, the thrill skateboarding provides compelled him to
make it part of his life.
"You get that adrenaline
rush, that sort of natural high,
just knowing you can conquer
something thai seems so difficult," he said, "lust to be able
to sort of defy gravity, even if
only for that split second, feels
so nice.''
Evans stands alongside Otley
in the belief that a high-visibility skatepark could facilitate a

greater understanding of the
sport in the community.
"I think it would really help
bring the community together," he said. "Once you have
|a skateparkl you have people
understanding that you can
level with people you thought
were just being delinquents...
if you give them the adequate
environment and the tools they
need, they will take advantage
of that."
The park is planned to be
self-governed, all concrete

accountable.
"We need to make sure the
sentences are equal to other
crimes and sentences for murder because when they're not,
it sends a message to the community that violence against
women is OK, "she said.
Hainey also said one of the
reasons domestic violence con
tinues is because women are
still not equal to men in many
ways.
"We should focus on equalizing power between men
anil women in the first place,
because onlv [lien will domestic violence end," Hainey said.
Kruegei said changes in legislature will not fix the problem.
"What we need most is to
change the vvav we think about
domestic violence." she said.
"\\ hv do we blame the victims?
Why aren't we holding the per
pelrator, and only the perpe
trator, accountable? Law won't
change this waj of thought."
Kruegei also said people tend
to blame the victims for not
leaving because it makes them
feel more in control ol i heir own
lives.
"if you look at a battered
woman and say, Tin no different than you,' then you're saying

that could happen to you too,"
she said. "We need to realize
she didn't get killed because she
failed to leave him, she got killed
because he decided to kill her."
The only way to stop domestic violence, Krueger said, is to
take action.
"I would like to see nonabusive men get more pissed
off about what their abusive
brothers are doing," she said.
I veryone, male or female, can
challenge victim blaming attitudes. We have to challenge t hat
thinking, not just look the other
way. Changing people's minds
and hearts is always how justice
happens."
I or people who are in domestic violence situations, there are
several programs available in

SEPARATION

mostly local people who started working at the University
because it was stable employment and have just stayed
all these years, said Rebecca

From Page 1
i just figured why not. It's in
tnj best interest at this time lo
take it," lacobs said. "It's been
a really positive job for me. II
the) wouldn't have offered the
incentive, I probably would've
staved to my 33 years."
She guessed 21 of approximately 22f) employees vv lio help
operate and maintain campus facilities decided to leave
because they though) their jobs
would be outsourced and Him
in,iled anyway. While her job
security was not in jeopardy,
lacobs said for her and others
who have the years in, it just

made sense to depart.
"So why not lake the added
bonus with it?" she said.

Facilities services workers are

"YOUR SEARCH IS OVER"
At the corner of Clough and Mercer
One Block South of Campus

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE &
UNIVERSITY
COURTS

Bowling Green to help.
I'he Cocoon Shelter provides
safe emergency housing to
domestic violence victims. The
Center for Access to Safety and
lustice provides one location
where victims can go to get help.
Victims Services of Behavioral
Connections also provides 24
hour advocacy services.
" There are services out there
to help, but many people just
don't know what those services
are," Mull said.

Ferguson, chid human resources officer.She said theUniverstty
had been an employer ol choice
in the area until the recent economic difficulties.
"We've got a lot of folks in
facilities services that come
and don't leave." she said, noting facilities services had the
largest group of departing classified, or hourly, employees,
I lecisions about whether to
fill facilities and other classi
lied positions will probably be
made around May, after deans
and other department administrators send their proposals
to the provost for approval and
consideration.
As with any employee depar-

unwanted, especially for the
sport's younger athletes.
The community feels the
park could give to the local
skateboarding population, he
said, and will create a healthy
environment for young skaters
by providing a "diverse atmosphere" where they can "find
friends and feel wanted."
lor more information about
the park, or loget involved with
fundraising, students can contact Otley at KOtley^bgohio.
org.

and, pending the behavior of
its participants, will have both
day and nighttime hours, Otley
said.
Evans' vision for the park is
one of a place free of hassle and
prejudice.
"Ideally. I want it to be somewhere anyone can go," he said.
"No discrimination — race,
age, gender, anything like
that."
Evans said the public animosity often directed at skateboarders can make them feel

WHAT SHOULD BE FIXED
After reviewing the patterns
in the case, the FRT identified
five areas that need further
improvement.
■ Increase interagency communication and collaboration
■ Increase community
education
■ Hold batterees accountable
■ Increase outreach and
support for victims
■ More clearly define risk
factors
Source: FRT Report and Kathy

ture, the University will determine the best way to fill or not
fill the positions to ensure the
quality of its maintenance and
upkeep.
"The loss of a high number of employees is concerning, but let's not forget that we
have a significant number of
equally capable employees that
remain here and are committed to doing their very best to
keep their operations running
smoothly," Sheri Stoll, chief
financial officer, said in an email.
Stoll, who's in charge of the
department, said the high
number of employees reflects
the success of t he program.
"Clearly, if you've got someone who's been here for 30 years
on the staff side of the house,
they're going to be making
more money on an hourly basis

or an annual basis than someone you would hire tomorrow,"

Ferguson said.
lacobs said she feels sorry for
the cleaning girls she is leaving behind in lerome Library
because they'll have to pick up
all the slack. Four employees
who clean in the library are
leaving.
She realizes the University
can't replace everyone, but
maybe student workers could
help lighten the workload.
Once retired, lacobs will
possibly volunteer at the nursing home in her hometown or
spend winters in Florida. She's
hoping she can settle willingly
into retirement.
"1 like the structure ol getting
up in the morning and coming
to work. I'm not sure how I'm
going to handle that," she said.
"I hope not to get loo lazy."

Extra Savings in April!
SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE!

CAMBELL HILL
TOWNHOUSES
308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
3 bedroom, 1 Vi bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, washer/dryer, free internet
$900 per month plus utilities (limit 5)
$99 per person Deposit Special

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Valuable Utility Package included in your rent
- Gas (heating and cooking) - Water, Sewer, and Trash Removal - *77 Channel Time Warner Cablevision* • Flexible Leases
• Furnished Available
• "Tenant Friendly" Management • Affordable
• 24 hr. Emergency Maintenance • Convenient

2 bedroom, 1 Vi bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, microwaves,
washer and dryers, free internet
Starting at $670 per month plus utilities
(2 person rate)

<N

VISIT US FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO SEE A MODEL
OFFICE: 1520 Clough Si. (\mhcrsi Villagel
EMAIL: rentals@universityapariments.us

(419)352-0164
www.universityapartments.us

445E.Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

GREEN BRIAR, INC.

419.352.0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com
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note Dip
Duck OWe

Dodge
FRUGAL
FALCON$
Top 5 Ways Students
I Get Scammed!
2. Scholarship Scams

*

Be wary if someone asks
you tor advance tees in
exchange for helping you lind
scholarships. You c.in usually
lind scholarship information
yourself for little or no cost by
searching online
SOUIIK

..Shamrock
'/v.; storage
•Near Campus

Conic Celebrate
Holy Week With Us!
Maundy 1 hursday Service
;it 7 p.m. on April 1

• Security Fence
• 24 Hr Access
• Clean

Easter Sunday Service
at (0a.m. on April 4

•Many Sizes

tvAwSpvakObtOtintgov

J~~^ Bow Una (Ireen

Brought lo you by.

^.^Storage !^^3
BG

Don't Make Extra Work I
Leave Your "Things"!

II

GLASS CITY
.^FEDERAL
'^<X?CREOIT UNION

THE FOLLOWING SERVICES WILL
BE AVAILABLE EVERY

(419)354-0070
1724E. Wooster
www.shamrockbg.com

Covenant

Church
.

U65HaskinsRd
1 ( iornctol Wnn 6* 1 |;iskuv>

419-352-8483

Academic Advising

www.bgcoventtnt.org

Research & Information Assistance
Tutoring for Mathematics
Tutoring for Biology, Chemistry & Psychology
Writing Consultations

This is your last day to vote!
These are drop-in services.

Voting ends § 5*1

NO APPOINTMENTS

BOW I. INC

GREEN

ARE

STATE

NECESSARY

UNIVERSITY

FORUM
PEOPLE ON

"I like the structure of getting up in the morning and coming to work. I'm not sure how I'm
going to handle that. I hope not to get too lazy."
- Violet Jacobs, facilities service employee on taking part in the Employee Separation Program [see story, pg. 1].
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THE STREET What's the most irritating thing drunk people do?
Try to act sober."

"You can't

"Get angry for no

They can't take a

reason at all."

hint when you want

understand what

them to leave your

they're saying."

k

Have your own lake on
today's People On The

house"
MICHAEL FERRARO.
Junta
Theater

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Street? Or a suggestion for
DAVE DURST.
Sophomore.
UnJeddM

LORI SIMMERS.
Freshman.
Intervention Specialist

JOHNHOLTZ.
Junior.
Architecture

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

No matter your beliefs, words
of Jesus can influence everyone

When this column comes out. it
will lie Good Friday, a day when
Christians rememher the death of
lews Christ It is the beginning of
tlie weekend that will end with
Kaster Sunday, which Christians
hold as their most sacred day.
But personally, I have always
felt that Faster should not be a
Christian day, but a day for all
people to celebrate. Everyone may
not agree with the reason, but it is
what I think.
Christians celebrate Easter
because traditionally it is die day
that Jesus rose from thedead. I have
never felt that this event should be
die focus of a holiday. For me, Jesus
is not a divine character but simply
an extraordinary man. What we
should remember on Easter is not
the debatable stories of miracles
but instead remember the words
he taughl
"Treat people the way you want
to be treated," "low thy enemy,"

"Turn the other cheek." No matter what you are, be it Christian,
atheist, or any other creed on this
planet, these arc words with power
and have universal meanings that
everyone understands.
Some people might feel Easter
and Jesus only mean something if
they are divine. 1 don't believe diat.
1 don't 1)elieve Jesus was die son of
God, but this doesn't make what
he said less true or somehow lose
its meaning.
Do die words of MLK Ir. have
less strength because he was just
a man? How about Gandhi? He
was not divine, but his words arc
still true and have great weight
behind diem. These men were
great teachers who were far ahead
of their time and with their words
and actions were able to convince
the world that peace and understanding is possible. How is lesus
any different from that?
He is the most influential human
in the history of the Western
Hemisphere, if not the entire
world. No matter what you believe
about him or not, you can not
deny that his words have affected
more people than any other philosophy in history.
The historic man known as lesus

of Nazareth may not have been a
miracle-worker, but his words and
ideas about how people should
treat each other were centuries
ahead of their time, they are still
one of the best examples of how
to live a good life today, even 2,000
years after they were first spoken.
He doesn't need miracles for diose
words to be able to help people and
be true. I lis message is more than
that. It goes beyond Christians,
beyond religious dogma, and to
die very soul of all people.
Much like MLK Day. Faster
should lie a day to celebrate news
ideas about people and God. It
needs to be a day to push for the
real type of change that lesus
wanted; people working together
to make Earth a heaven, regardless
of what god or religion claims to
be correct.
On Sunday morning remember
that the message is more powerful
than the details, the man is more
important than the legend. And
don't forget all those chocolate
bunnies in the Faster basket. They
are delicious.

In die days of sports figures being
paid millions for their respective
sports the allure of being a professional is often unavoidable, and
in die case of the NBA, 1 think it's
seen too much.
It seems that college basketball players seldom stay in school
very long, usually leaving after
they turn 19 and can enter die
NBA. But for the players who do
stick around into their junior or
senior years, whether for academic reasons or because they want
the glory of winning an National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Championship, they have made
a solid choice that I think many
players should make
Upperclassmen players make a
huge difference in the world of
college basketball. You can never
undervalue a team with junior or
senior leadership, and often in the
tournament, it makes them lethal.
They bring years of experience to
the table and their knowledge of
the game at the college level can
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Drunk people are amusing, but
should not be as destructive

RespondtoBryanat
thentus&bfpteu&com

etes should go to college for
education, not to rush to pros
be a pure game changer at times.
In the case of Ohio State, they
have David 1-ighty, John Diebler
and Evan Turner, who are all
juniors. It is not a case of these
players are not talented enough
for the NBA, in fact Turner probably could have gone pro after
his freshman season, and Diebler
is a member of die 1,000-point
club at OSll. These three have
stuck around coach Thad Matta's
program for extra seasons and
although they lost in the Elite
Fight, they helped make up one
of the most dangerous teams in
the NCAA.
At Kansas senior Sherron Collins
could have gone pro long ago. He
is one of the most gifted guards
in the country and he is also the
only person on the layhawk squad
who has ait down the nets after
winning a Championship, yet he
decided to stay in school. I'm not
sure of his exact reasons but it's
refreshing to see a talented young
man such as Collins chase an education rather than money in the
NBA even though he already has
the glory of an NCAA title.
Even last year's championship
team from North Carolina featured terrific upperclassmen in
iyler Hansbrough and Ty Lawson.
Their leadership allowed them to

THE FAB FINAL FOUR

run through the tournament virtually unscathed, dealing out crushing defeats to anyone crossing their
path and in die process creating
some very exciting basketball.
This year's tournament has
had some great upperclassmen
playing, While Kansas and Ohio
State have both fallen already,
West Virginia remains with senior
Da'Sean Butler and juniors John
Flowers and Joe Mazzulia, and
diey are poised to take the championship under experienced leadership.
Along the way, teams with strong
freshmen leadership like Ohio and
Kentucky made strong nins, but
they ultimately lost. Hopefully
they take this experience and mm
around next year with hopes of
making it deeper into the tournament rather dian of running off to
the NBA.
I understand many of the players don't wish to take die risk of
injury and miss out on making
money off sport, but they could
be stars at their school and play a
game untainted, or the)' can play
in the NBA, a league run by overprivileged, whiny babies
Long story short, today's athletes
need to keep in mind they can't all
be Camiello Anthony and staying a
couple years longer in higher education will pay off in the end.

■

When my roommate and I aren't
woken up by trains or die heater
in our donn room making frightening, mechanical sounds, we are
usually disturbed by the drunks.
It's not that I have anything
against diem. On good nights,
they can be entertaining and generally pleasant people. But when
you're trying to sleep and you
hear a gang of people screaming nonsense in the McDonald
courtyard, it's not so amusing
anymore.
The worst is when they're
in your hallway. You can hear
diem making their way down,
pounding on doors as they go.
Sometimes they even rip things
off the doors. It's a way to mark
dieir territory. 1 suppose. On
more than one occasion, I've
heard them coming and thought:
Please not my door. Just not my
door. Then, rip! There goes that
paper lava lamp with my name
on it my RA so generously put
upon only one occasion have 1
actually been wary of them, and
that was during this past weekend. My roommate was gone for
the night, so I was sleeping alone.
I disregarded all the drunken
antics I heard going on outside
my room. Suddenly, I heard
pounding a few doors down. I
didn't think much of it; it happens at least once a week. They'll
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1 realize some of you beg to differ
and would rather trade in a delicious latte for something else.
The Resident Advisers also
need to be more active when it
comes to enforcing their policies.
I m sure this problem with drunks
is the case in all residence halls
across campus, not just Mac. The
environment in a dormitory hallway is obviously not similar to
Skybar's. We're all very lucky to
have helpful, well-qualified RAs
(for the most part), but of course
they can always do more.
Next time you're walking
back from the bars and stumbling through the hallways, think
about it: Should 1 just randomly
start screaming my head off? No.
Should 1 start knocking on doors
at this ungodly hour on a Tuesday
night? Well, it is Tipsy Tuesday.
But dial's still another no. Should
I tear up all the pictures on this
really cool door? No. My roommate and I spent a lot of time on
that door (really — don't touch
the d(Kir). Should 1 calmly walk
back to my room and promptly
pass out? Yes!
By all means, please have your
fun while playing it safe and
watching out for your friends,
lust be conscious of others and
their sleeping and study habits.
Remember, everyone loves a fun
ili in ik. But if you're getting glares
in die hallway the morning after
what you deemed a successful night, you might have done
somediing wrong.

www.bgviews.com/opinion

Hesfnnd to Josh at
thenews@bgnews.com
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[ COLUMNIST

pound on my door a few times
and be on their merry way.
But not this time. This time,
they paid special attention to my
door. 1 won't give you a play-byplay on how to break into my
room, but my door isn't all that
stable. All I could think about was
how I didn't know martial arts
like my roommate, although I'm
quite good at flailing in a blind
panic. 1 finally decided that A)
I was too lazy to get up, and B)
They probably meant no harm.
Sure enough, they dejectedly
moved on down the hall.
I can't help but worry, though.
When I'm downtown, traffic
moves fast and sidewalks won't
contain someone who is too far
gone. Keep your friends close and
your sober friends even closer. I
have to add that everyone needs
to be safe while they're out on the
town — not just those who are
drinking. And watch out for those
train tracks.
In general, having a good time
is fine as long as you're smart
and safe and don't throw up on
my floor. As I mentioned previously, 1 enjoy being entertained
by drunks. I won't deny tiiat. But
the inconsiderate, annoying ones
only drive me mad. I understand
there arc happy drunks, angry
drunks, quiet drunks and loud
drunks, but why does everyone
(especially at night) have to be
the loud drunk?
I only ask diat you respect die
shared environment and realize some people actually do this
crazy thing tailed "sleep." As a
college student, sleep is the most
important thing next to Starbucks.
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Dining tracks food students
eat, Toledo shelter benefits
By

NICOIP

CcUbrczz*

Report,.",

Students don't have lo worry
aboul going buck for seconds
since Dining Services is already
monitoring consumption to
minimize vvasle.
Sarah Meyer, marketing and
communications manager for
University Dining Services, said
dining halls cannot keep any
food into the next day that isn't
used because all food is made
lush every day. At the end of
each night, leftover food is typicall) minimal because it is not
over produced.
Sometimes dining halls will
transfer food from one location
to another on a daily basis if one
has access to a certain food and
the other does not.
"An example would be transferring food from the McDonald
dining hall to the Union,'' Meyers
said.

Junior William Carter, student
manager for the Falcon's Nest,
said there is usually minimal
waste at the end of the night.
General Manager of Dining
Services Susan Sadoff keeps
track of how much food the dining halls sell. This way they can
see how much food to prepare
for the next day to avoid excess
waste.
"This helps us to cut back
on the chances of wasting any
food." Carter said.
When it comes to food that
isn't perishable, such as the
salad bar, dining halls keep a
very close eye on the freshness

for their customers.
"We let it run as low as possible
and at the end of the night, certain items are discarded and certain items are not," Carter said.
The dining halls check their
pizza every two hours. When the
pizza isn't as fresh, they put the
cold pizz.ii in the Outtakes cooler

SAVE BIG!
and remember to
use your coupon books.
Also watch the BG News for
more great BG BUCKS savings
weekly or visit us online at
www.bgviews.com
to print additional coupons.

for students to purchase.
"Instead of wasting good
pizza, we try to make a sale,"
Carter said.
The Kreischer Sundial con
trols their production according
to the .General Manager Magd)
Abouzie. In the past, they have
contributed to donating per
ishable food lo charity, local
churches and the lit, Food Bank
before the University adjourns
for breaks. This past spring
break the Sundial donated food
to the Cherry Street Missions in
Toledo.
"livery time we have a break,
we know that food will go bad,"
Abouzie said.
Meyers said the University has
donated 2„r)0H.(> pounds of food
to the Cherry Street Mission so
far this school year.
"Before any breaks or extend
ed time off, we always donate
to the Cherry Street Mission."
Meyers said.
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in the Residence Halls.
Sunday, March 2(1, from 4-5
p.m.. Resident Advisers encouraged students in the residence
halls to turn off all lights and
electronics in order to conserve
energy.

The Power Down Hourisanew
movement taken by the Dream
Green Team, a Resident Adviser
Sustainability Committee.
Sunday was the third month
the residence halls participated in the "Power Down Hour,"
which has claimed the last
Sunday of every month for conserving energy.
"It's all about baby steps,"
Kreischer RA Brooke Mason
said.
"Power Down Hour" was a
collective idea put together by
the Dream Green Team and was
inspired somewhat by Friday
Night Fights,'a group of students
who turn the lights out in academic halls on Friday evenings

after classes,
Mason said during the
hour she walked the halls and
reminded the residents she is in
charge of to turn off the lights
and unplug the electronics for
the hour.
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"Just one hour will significantly decrease the

Plenty of things can be done in
I he dark, and a group of students
proved that Sunday evening
during their Power Down Hour
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'Power Down Hour' looks to
save money, environment
By Matt UHH
Reporter
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amount of impact we have on our community
and environment. Hopefully [it] will give
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students an idea of what just an hour can do."
Lois Snavely | Resident Advisor
"They were excited to help,"
she said. "They know that I'm all
about being green, so they just
chuckle and comply."
She said that all of the rooms
site visited unplugged or turned
off at least one electronic.
"I would consider that a success," Mason said.
Other RA's have expressed
excitement with the project.
"This is one of tlie best things
we can do on a college campus,"
said Lois Suavely. "As an RA, I
have the great privilege of Influencing my students to shut down
everything for a mere hour on a
night when they probably don't
have too much to do."
Snavely said the hour on
Sundays was a perfect time for
her to plan fun programs that
doesn't require any electricity or
plastic containers.
"Just one hour will significantly decrease the amount of
impact we have on our community and environment," Snavely
said. "Hopefully |it| will give
students an idea of what just an
hour can do."

Dream Green Team Adviser
Nicholas Hennessy said he is currently ordering the statistics on
how much money was saved for
the University during that hour
this Sunday. T his process is most
exciting for Kreischer RA Teddy
Brown, who looked forward to
seeing how much money the
University would be saving after
just an hour of less power.
And even though the students
were kept inside because of the
constant rain on Sunday, the
night is considered a success for
the group.
The next time for students in
officially power down will be on
April 25 at 4p.m.. but any day is
good for anyone to turn off (he
light switclicsand unpluganything
that goes into an outlet, according
to the Dream Green Team.
"One pebble dropped in a
pond creates ripples of effects
even after the pebble is long
gone," said Snavely, saying she
looks forward to when more
students become involved and
decide to "power down"' more
than once a month.
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Falcons set for home opener
against Chippewas, Eagles
By Brett Wan*
Reporter

Schneider named
MAC golfer of the
week
BG senior Matt Schneidel
was named the Mid-American
Conference Golfer of the
Week after his efforts at the
BSU Cardinal Classic this
past weekend. Schneider'
shared the honor with Kent
State's Mackenzie Hughes

The Bowling Green Falcons finally
come home to make their season
debui .ii Meserve Softball I ield to
kick nit me home portion ol their
schedule,
The opening homestand begins
with ;i double header against
Central Michigan University
today at l p.m., and concludes
with games against Eastern
Michigan University on Saturday
.iiicl Sunday at 2 p.m. and 1 p.m.
respei livery,
Led by freshman Hannah Fulk,
ltd cnnies into the match-up with
i i-i iii.il Michigan at 4-10. Fulk was
named Mid-American Conference
Player of the Wfeek, as released by
ilie conference office on luesday,
leli 23. she played in and started

all four games at shortstop for the
I alconsat the Red and Black Classic
in Athens, Ga.
During the tournament Fulk
posted live hits for the team,
including three doubles and her
liisi career botnenin as a Falcon.
Folk finished with a 500 halting
average, a .(>(>7 on-base percentage and l.ioo slugging percentage, I ler two-run homerun came
against No. (i Georgia, and two
of her doubles against Winthrop
helped die Falcons take a 9-7 lead
in the top of the sixth. Fulk was
also able to sieal Iwo bases on
luii attempts and was walked five
limes. The Falcons posted a 2-2
record in the tourney.
I reshman Paige Berger is also
playing well for the Falcons leading the team with five homeruns
and a .765 slugging percentage.

CMU conies into the doubleheader winning six of their lasl
seven and are 13-8 overall this
season. Kara Dornbos (6-1) won
her sixth-straight decision in
CMU's victory over t lakland in the
(:hippcwas last game. I Jtsl season,
the Chippewas stniggled finishing
sixth in the MAC West and falling
to the Falcons 7-li in eight innings.
FMII is currently 8-14 and on
a two game winning streak. They
were able to outseorc their Detroit
opponents 18-2 in two games and
will face Toledo today befoR' heading south for the match-up with
BG. last season, the Fagles finished fourth in the MAC West but
were chosen to finish fifth in the
2010 MAC preseason poll. BG is
45-35 all-lime against the Fagles
since the first time the learns mel
in 1980.

SWING AWAY: "lie Softball team will return to the BG diamond

and Eastern Michigan's Cam
Burke. Schneider earned
medalist honors at the

Improving their fielding

Cardinal Classic this past
weekend.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facehook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG N?ws Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News snorts section
has a Twittei 'eed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing We may have
in-game updates
www.lwitter.com/bgnewssports
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Today in
Sports History

OUT:
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,'istop Jon Berti thiows to first after recording an out against Central Michigan

Falcons' pitching, fielding will be key this weekend at EMU

1995—Owners and players
agree to open the 1995 baseball season on April 26 after a

By Juitin Onslow
Reporter

work stoppage.
1969-fhe Milwaukee

It the Falcon baseball team is to win its third straight
Mid American ( (inference championship this year, the
team is going to have to play better in the field.
I lead coach Danny Schinil/emphasizes three phases
of the game hitting, pitching and defense. Although
he often refers to defense lasl on the list, he will he the

Bucks sign Lew Alcindor
(Kareem Abdul-Jabbar).

The List

first lo tell you it is far from unimportant. Schmitz has
been fairly pleased with the way his team is swinging
(he li.it. and is more concerned with its pitching and
defense.
"We definitely have to sure up our defense because
pitching and defense will help win championships,"
Schmitz said. "You have lo be able lo gel the opposition
out."
Fast weekend against Northern Illinois, the Falcons

got some key pitching performances and continued to
hil pretty well. The team committed nine errors and
gave up a slew of unearned runs, however, dropping
two of the three games lo the Huskies.
"Last weekend against Northern Illinois we just made
way too many errors on routine plays and gave Northern
See FIELDING | Page 7

With the baseball team's
fielding woes, we take a look

Men's soccer practicing

at the top mistake-prone
games this season:
1. March 26:

hard during spring season

i-

loss to Northern Illinois, the
Falcons committed four errors

By John Lopez
Reporter

which allowed the Huskies to
gain a one

IUII

advantage.

2. March 7: In another
one-run ioss. the Falcons
dropped an 9-8 decision at
Rhode Island when they once
again committed four errors.

3. February 20: In a
double-header with No. 12
Louisville BG committed
three errors in each game as
they were swept out of the
weekend series.

4. March 27: In their
most recent series. BG committed five errors during
a double-header against
Northern Illinois last weekend

r
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Max
Weston
Has been playing
forward this spring
forBG

As the temperature heats up so
docs the competition for spots
in the starting lineup on the
fall (ins sui cci team.
Coach Fric Nichols and his
staff are using spring exhibition
University.
games m find out which players
"Each Spring game that we
will make the cut.
play gives us (he opportunity
Alter ihe loss of six players to watch our guys play against
including the teams two co- real competition," Nichols said
captains and the teams lead- of the spring exhibition results.
ing scorer, Nichols and his staff "Watching the guys handle
must find a way lo bring a learn
themselves in certain situations
toget her that lost so many pieces has shown us a lot."
Sophomore Max Weston has
during the offseason.
"This winter is a big time for been playing as a second forus," Nichols said. "We have some ward along with sophomore
Byard Filling in Nichols 4-4-2
big expectations.''
So far the falcons have been formation.
passing the test Ibis spring post"We have been coming togething a I 0-2 record, with a 2-0 win er well as a team so far," Weston
against Findlay University and 1SOCCER | Page 7
I draws versus Ohio Dominican
University and Cleveland Stale

Falcons look to improve upon
meet in Toledo and this weekend
By Brad Frank
Reporter
The BG track learn can improve
in one of two ways tomorrow
at the lack Shaw Invite. They
can either win more individual
events than last week or win the
meet outright.
The Falcons want the latter.
BG secured eight victories in 20
events lasl Saturday at the Toledo
Collegiate Challenge but came
away as the runner-up.
After the meet BG coach Cami
Wells said having the most individual event winners sets the
team up nice early in the season
with so many athletes at the lop
of their respective events. But
she would much rather have the
• team win the meet.
i ne Falcons will have faced five
Mid-American Conference opponents after tomorrow's meet.

"Having the opportunity to face conference
opponents brings out the best in the team
and makes the competition that much more
meaningful for the team."
|BGC0:
" I laving the opportunity lo face
conference opponents brings out
the best in the team and makes
the competition that much more
meaningful for die team." Wells
said.
BG and the host, Western
Michigan, will be joined by
Eastern Michigan and Central
Michigan.
Competing well against conference opponents throughout
the course of die season, like the
team did last Saturday against
Toledo and Ohio, is a promising

indication of how the team might
do tit the conference champion
ship meet in May.
During the indoor season BG
got oft to a fast start but was
disappointed with an 11 th place
finish at the conference title meet.
Now in the outdoor season the
team is looking to capitalize on its
strong start with a good showing
at the end of the season.
As a result of their efforts lasl
See TRACK | Page 7
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Span speaking out for nets at ball park
Jon Krewczynski,

States, continuing the research
from their book "Death At The
Ballpark."
FORT MYERS, Fla. (AP) —
"It's amazing to me that
With a flick of his bat, Denard there aren't more, to be honSpan sent a foul ball whistling est," Gorman said Thursday, a
into the stands next to the day after the Span accident.
Minnesota Twins dugout, a
At most major league parks
common occurrence at ball- the netting that protects fans
parks across the country.
from foul balls covers the
Then he heard his mother backstop behind the catcher,
scream.
but stops before each dugout.
The line drive improb- It's that way at most of the
ably struck Wanda Wilson, smaller, cozier minor league
Span's mother who had only facilities as well, where fans sit
moments before arrived in even closer to the action. Same
her seat, frightening everyone thing in spring training, too.
involved and prompting Span
"It's kind of a dangerous spot,"
to renew his call to extend the Yankees pitcher Phil Hughes
netting that protects fans from said. "I think they should move
hard-hit foul balls.
the net all the way to the dug"It's just a bad situation," out because you can get those
Span said. "It's just surprising foul balls like that."
that no one has gotten seriousFoul balls can zing off a bat
ly hurt to this point. I definitely atmorethan 100 mph, Gorman
do think that they should have said. Even if the fan is paying
nets going further, you know, attention, that's not much time
as far as the dugout."
to duck or get out of the way.
Theoddsthataballoff Span's And for the fan who is glancing
bat would hit his own mother at a scorecard, a cell phone, or
are slim. The odds that any fan has his or her hands full with a
could be seriously injured are hot dog, forget about it.
much greater.
"It's hard to pay attention
Winthrop University pro- to every single pitch," Span
fessors Robert Gorman and said. "Sometimes you're comDavid Weeks have gone back ing down from the concession
and documented 52 deaths stand and whatever and boom!
from foul balls hit into the All of a sudden, that quick, the
stands — from Little League ball is coming at you. You can't
to the majors — in the United control that."
The Associated Press

FIELDING
From Page 7
too many extra outs." Schmitz
said. "What happens usually
when you give the opposition
extra outs is they take advantage
of it."
Schmitz believes his team
can turn things around, however. The team's fielding woes
can be mostly contributed to a
lack of focus and confidence on
defense.
"It's a lack of concentration,"
Schmitz said. "Fielding can
be just like hitting. You get in
slumps. We have to do a better
job of focusing and concentrating and just having that attitude."
BG will head north this evening for a three-game set against
Eastern Michigan University.
Several players have been dealing with injuries within the last
two weeks, but Schmitz considers them all day-to-day injuries
at this point and hopes they will
be at full strength soon.
"We have a number of guys
that are banged up," Schmitz
said. "It's going to be very important that we get these guys back.
I think they're all getting to the
point where they're day-to-day.
Hopefully they'll be ready to go
this weekend."
Seniors Logan Meisler and
Dennis Vaughn are two veteran
leaders who have missed some
time this season. Each are battling the effects of a concussion.
Senior Tyler Elkins has missed
almost two weeks of the season
with injury as well.
Schmitz would love to have
his team at full strength, but
he does not attribute the team's
sub-par performance this season to injuries.
"I don't use that as an excuse,"
Schmitz said. "Everybody's
going to have injuries, and that
means that's opportunities for

other guys to step it up."
Freshman Matthew Pitzulo
has taken advantage of extra
playing time due to team injuries. Pitzulo has bounced
around between shortstop and
second base to fill in for injured
teammates. He has also seen
considerable time as designated
hitter. Pitzulo is currently leading the team in batting average
at .426 on the season. He is also
second in slugging at .574.
Several other freshmen have
stepped up as well. The Falcons'
number-two starter Michael
Frank has an ERA of 4.23 in five
starts, striking out IB batters and
walking only nine. Pitchers Nick
Bruns and Patrick O'Brien have
also been solid contributors for
the Falcons so far this season.
The weekend series against
Easter Michigan could prove
to be a turning point for the
BG baseball squad. The team
is hitting .312 on the year and
got some good pitching performances last weekend against
Northern Illinois. The team
also played error-free baseball Tuesday night in its loss to
Dayton.
If the Falcons can begin piecing the puzzle together, winning
is a certainty. Schmitz feels his
team has what it takes, but needs
to start playing more consistently and putting it all together.
"We just need to get it going
here," Schmitz said. "We just
need to really focus and just play
hard and play Falcon baseball.
We need to get back to the bluecollar work ethic. If we do that
we're going to be fine."
Tonight's first pitch has been
rescheduled for 6. at Oestrike
Stadium. Junior Brennan
Smith will tow the rubber for
the Falcons, while Michael
Frank is the probable'starter in
Saturday's contest. That game
is scheduled to begin at 3 p.m.
Sunday's game will begin at I
p.m.

lust ask his mom.
"We had just gotten there. It
happened so fast, you couldn't
do anything," she said. "I was
kind of in awe. Hut God is good.
I'm OK,"
Wilson received some medical attention on the scene and
returned to her seat later in die
inning with nothing more than a
sore chest.
"I guess if it got up on the
(collar)bone or the shoulder blade
or something, the trainer said it
could have shattered it," Twins
pitching coach Rick Anderson
said.
Others haven't been so fortunate,

In 1970, a foul ball off the bat
of the Dodgers' Manny Mota
killed a 14-year-okl boy in Los
Angeles. That was the only
death from a foul ball in the
majors, according to research
by Gorman and Weeks.
Susan Rhodes' jaw was broken after a shattered bat from
Rockies first baseman Tbdd
Helton struck her in the face al
a Dodgers game in 2008,
During a nationally televised
game at Fenway Park in 1982.
a 4-year-old boy sitting next to
the Boston dugout was hit in
the face by a line drive. Red Sox
star Jim Rice sprung from the
dugout, went into the Mainland carried the bloody child to
an ambulance. The future 11,ill

TRACK
From Page 6
Saturday at Toledo, Heather
Conger and Brooke McCombs
were named nominees for the
Mid-American Conference
Athlete of the Week, combining to win three of the team's
eight events.
Conger is slated to compete

SOCCER
From Page 6
said. "To be honest, we should
be 3-0 right now. We let a fewgames slip away."
Although all of the spring
goals have come from the midfield, Weston is confident that
with time the forwards will find
their stride.
"With a lot of guys coming
back from injury, it is going
to take some perseverance,"
Weston said. "Hopefully we will
start to click."
Second year midfielder Joey
D'Agostino has seen his role
grow on the team.
"I feel more comfortable in
the system," D'Agostino said.

/^EJtUcA
Management Inc.
www.meccabg.com
info@meccabg.com

419-353-5800

1, 2,3 Bedroom
Homes and Apartments
Pets allowed in most units
with Pet deposit

"It felt good to finally get on
the score sheet, but of course
winning is the most important
thing."
The sophomore thinks the
team can come toget her to have
a successful season this fall.
"If we put all the work we did
this spring into our regular season, we should have some positive results," D'Agostino said.
The Falcons will head to
Cincinnati next Friday to face
Xavier University in their fourth
of eight spring games. Xavier
finished the 2009 season in last
place in the Atlantic 10 with a
1-8 record.
The Falcons regular season
starts in the fall semester, home
games are plaved at Cochrane
field.

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
GRAB: Clay Duncan makes a grab on a fly ball earlier this season.

Available May 15, 2010
517 N. Summit ■
710 Elm St. ■
Three bedrooms. S1,050 per
month plus utilities. Deposit
S1.050. Has attached garage
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10 - 5/7/11.

704 Second St. ■
Three bedrooms $975.00 per
month plus utilities. Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5/15/10-577-11.

i bedroom, unfurnished house
• Available in August - Limit 5

133 N. Prospect
• 6 bedroom, 2 full bath, 2 half bath
• A/C, washer/dryer
• Available in May - Limit 6

1 & 2 bedroom apartments

^-v-7

Three bedrooms S740.00 per
month plus utilities Deposit
$740 00 Has washer, dryer. Limit
3 people. Limit 3 cars
Lease 5/15/10 - 5/7-11

722 Eighth St. Three bedrooms. $575 00 per
month plus utilities. Deposit
$575 00 Limit 3 people
Limit 3 cars
Lease 5/1510 -5/7/11

Available August 19, 2010
723 Sixth St. -

908 E. Wooster. •

Three bedrooms. $550.00 per
month plus utilities Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. Tenants do not have
use of garage
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

Three bedrooms S1.020.00 per
month plus utilities. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11

720 Eighth St. ■
Three bedrooms. $575.00 per month
plus utilities Deposit $575.00 Limit
3 people Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6711.

207 Manville Avenue

830 Scott Hamilton •

• 4 bedroom, 2 bath, w/ 2 car garage
• A/C, washer/dryer
■ Available in May - Limit 3

Three bedrooms, 2 baths $925.00
per month plus utilities Has A/C
Limit 5 people. Limit 5 cars.
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11.

256 S. College #AThree bedrooms. $750 00 per month
plus utilities Limit 4 people.
Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11

712 Second #A ■
Two bedrooms in each unit $690.00
per month plus utilities. Has
dishwasher. C/A. Limit 2 people. Limit
2 cars
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11

Families with children welcome to apply for any rental unit.

COME CHECK IT OUT!
1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio

in the 800-meter run and in
the 4x400 meter relay tomorrow, while McCombs will look
to continue to improve in the
hammer, shot put, and discus.
Tomorrow the pair will look
to lead the Falcons to their first
win of the outdoor season.
The field events will begin
at 11 a.m. and track events at 2
p.m., with the last event starting at around 5:40 p.m.

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11

HILLSDALE APARTMENTS
3 BEDROOMS
On BGSU Shuttle Route
Up to 5 People at NO EXTRA CHARGE
Dishwasher and Garbage Disposal
Full Basements
Washer and Dryer Unit
Patios & Grassy Areas Great For Cornhole
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
Central Air & Heat
• Carports

years. That ended when the
Indians installed more netfrom the top of the screen
no one has gotten seriously hurt to this point. ting
behind the catcher down to
the end of the dugouts on both
I definitely do think that they should have nets baselines
at their new home in
Ariz., last spring.
going further, you know, as far as the dugout." Goodyear,
"You can't take clear pictures,
get autographs, catch a foul ball
Denard Span | Twins outfielder
and the entire baseball experience is gone," Ken Carpenter
"I certainly became a believ- said.
of Farrier's action likely saved
the young fan's life.
er after what I went through,''
MacLean heard the same
"I don't know if there's an Doug Macl.ean, the Blue complaints from hockey fans
easy solution." Twins manager Jackets general manager at in the initial days after the nets
Hon Gardenhire said. "I know the time, told The Associated went up. He disagreed, instead
where I want my family, and Press in a telephone interview, recalling a phone conversation
that's behind the nets. I've seen "And I went through nothing he had with Brittanie's father the
too much."
compared to what Brittanie's morning after her death.
In an e-mail to The parents went through."
"1 said, If there's anything I can
Not everyone thinks more do,"' MacLean said. "He said,
Associated Press, MLB spokesman Pat Courtney said "it is a netting is a good idea.
'Yeah, get some nets up.'That hit
team-by-teairJ issue regarding
Gardenhire expressed some home like a sledgehammer."
how much netting to have at concern about the team's new
Maclean said he understood
each ballpark. With each ball- stadium in Minnesota. The that baseball teams do not want
park configured differently, the nets extend from dugout to to hinder the sight lines for
clubs decide what is appropri- dugout, which team president fans. The NHL was the same
Dave St. Peter said is "about way. Gradually, fans grew used
ate regarding fencing."
I'he NHL held a similar average" length when com- to watching a game through the
pared across the league.
netting, and eight years later
stance until March 18,2002.
Ii wasn't until after 13-year"The reality is our fans don't they are as natural to the game
old Brittanie Cecil died two want to sit behind the net," St. asaZamboni.
days aftet being struck in the Peter said. "It's the balance
He hopes another basehead by an errant slap shot between safety and deliver- ball team, and another family,
off the stick of Columbus Blue ing the best experience for our doesn't have to go through what
lackets forward Espen Knutsen fans."
the Blue lackets and Cecils have
that the NHL issued a mandate
Ken and Debbie Carpenter endured before changes are
requiring its teams to put up of Windermere, Fla., were sea- made.
netting behind the goals to pro- son-ticket holders at Cleveland
"It stays with you," MacLean
tect fans.
Indians spring games for 17 said, "forever."

"It's just a bad situation. It's just surprising that

GREENBRIAR, INC.
419-352-0717

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office!
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com
«

P77"
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E WOOSTER ST. auou hom t*o Bnn

www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Large Houses that allow
more than 3 unrelated people
Come in and see us,
let us help you find a home!

Check out more Pulse online at
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CULTURE SHOCK BLOG
Text here to say something about this
•
point that's important to students and the
campus
Friday. Aptil 2.2010 8

The two most precious things
about summer have to be making new discoveries and eating
big, fat watermelons. And if I
were to name a third, it would
probably be watching shirtless
Jake down the street mow the
neighbor's lawn. But let's keep
that between you and me.
As luck would have it, during
the nicest day of the year so far,
I have seen the first two precious
summarizing aspects of my list
combine in the most wonderful

way. While surfing the Internet
thisafternoonlookingfor something to write this very food column about, I came across the
coolest Web site (enter precious
numero uno). And the title of
the Web site? The official site
of the National Watermelon
Promotion Board (enter precious numero dos).
I've compiled just a few gems
from this godsend of a site, www.
watermelon.org. If you can tear
yourself away from the 70-degree
weather to get down to Kroger
and buy one of summer's most
cherished edibles, I promise you
won't be disappointed.
See MELON | Page 9

WATERMELON YOGURT
MINT SMOOTHIE
(Watermelon. Honey, Mint.
Yogurt. Cinnamon)

MAPLE CITRUS
WATERMELON
GLAZED
CHICKEN

■m-

(Watermelon.
Chicken. Maple
Syrup. Lemon,
Soy Sauce, Garlic,
Ginger)

.<"■■# -If

Lovin

WATERMELON
CUPCAKES

Warm weather brings more fun in the sun

(Watermelon, Cupcakes.
Pineapple Cream Cheese
Frosting, Sprinkles)

Compiled by H.ath.r Under and Alliu O'Neill

As the week winds down and temperatures break 70 degrees for
the first time in months, students are faced with the baffling
predicament of transitioning out of winter weather. Have no
fear. Pulse is here to help. We have compiled our top ways to make the
most out of this rare occurrence we call sunshine.
See SUMMER I

PHOTOWUSmATIONIYHMKHMM I THEBGNEWS

ALBUM
REVIEWS

THIS WEEK
IN ENTERTAINMENT:

H

SHEEN TO LEAVE MEN': Charlie
Sheen plans to leave TV show "Two and a
Half Men" at the end of this season. Already
the highest-paid actor on TV, Sheen asked
for $2 million per episode and will leave
after rejecting the $1.2 million deal CBS
offered

WHAT MATT LUSSE
THINKS: It's not uncommon
for people in Hollywood to juggle
careers in both acting and music
In fact what's more uncommon is
for such a person to be exceptionally good in both.
Acts like Lindsay Lohan, Jennifer

CALLING ALL STARS: ABC's hit TV
show "Glee" will be launching a nationwide,
online casting call. The casting call will be to
join the show's second season and requires
a video entry, which must include a performance of one of the top 10 hit songs from
"Glee."

Love Hewitt and Scarlett
Johansson leave music Irsteners
wishing such acting celebrities
would never return to the microphone again.
This is not the case for She & Him
The duo band consists of two
already established celebrities:

SPEIDI CHANGES NAMES: Heidi
Montag and Spencer Pratt have decided to
change their names. To their "true nativeAmerican names." According to TMZ
reports, Montag and Pratt will now be
known as White Wolf and Running Bear.
respectively.

TINBG
Rocking night at Howard's
' Howard's Club H will be hosting a slew
of rock bands tonight Straight to the
Withdrawal, Resonant Soul. Downtown
I Brown and Extra Extra are all slated to
j take the stage when doors open at 9 pm.

the "she" being Zooey Deshanel.
famous for her roles in "El."
"Yes Man' and "(500) Days Of
Summer," and the "hm" being M.
■ Artist Name | She 4 Him
■ Grade | B

T0MI6HT IN TOLEDO
Punk rock showcase in Toledo
Mickey Finn's Pub is putting on a punk rock showcase tonight that will feature bands Tons of Fun,
Detroit natives City Yards and Happenin Goons.
Doors are scheduled to open at 9 p.m. for the 18 and
over show with tickets at $5 and $7.

See VOLUME | Page 9

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

THEY SAID IT

Roltor derby rolls into the SeaGate Centre
Toledo's women's flat track roller derby team, the Glass City
Rollers, will take on Pittsburgh's roller derby team, the Steel City
Derby Demons, tomorrow night The home bout will start at 7
pm at the SeaGate Convention Centre and tickets can be purchased at www.tkketmaster.com for $11,

"People think I have changed,
and I have changed. I'm now
the person I know I am."
-Jon Gosselin

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS. UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
fe

PULSE

WWWBGVIEWS.COM
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adonna teams up with
ter on fashion line
By Alicia Quarlas
The Associated Press

Children's movie
'Dragon' delights all ages
By Josh Wh«th«rholt
Pulse Reviewer
Do you know how to train a dragon? Well, I do. and il sail thanks to
the very informational children's
story "I low to Train Your Dragon."
I nun Dreamworks, it keeps with
the tradition of excellence of

"Shrek" and "KungPu Panda."
Viking teenager I liccup, voiced
by lay liaruchel, isa loser in his village, and his father, Stoick, voiced
by Gerald Butler, is disappointed
in him. I le is small, weak and has
absolutely no skill at the primary
concern of his people — killing
dragons. He is.secnasa worthless
member of society, hut all of that
is about to change for I liccup.
After wounding a never-beforeseen but most-feared Night l-ury
dragon, Hiccup rushes off to
slaughter the terror and become
a hero to his village. However.
Hiccup can't bring himself to
finish off the dragon and ends
up nursing it back to health and
learning secrets about dragons,
such as their fear of eels, their
love of rolling in grass and their
appreciation of a good neck rub.
When the village sees Hiccups

sudden prowess of controlling
dragons, they give him much
interest, and he is projected to
be the next great dragonslaying
warrior, despite Hiccup's secret
disgust with killing dragons.
While training with his dragon,
dubbed "Toothless," he is taken
to the dragon's hidden nest, a
place no viking has ever seen and
relumed to tell the tale. While
there, he learns a new truth
about the dragons' way of life that
could change the entire relationship between the dragons and
vikings.
How to Train Your Dragon,"
like main of Dreamworks' movies, was fun for everyone and not
just a children's movie. It had tons
of humor, and the action was fiat
out exciting, providing many
tense, white knuckle moments.
It also contained several tough
subjects, such as I liccup being a
loser, his chieftain father being
ashamed of him and his inability
to get a girl.
If there is even a shred of your
inner child still alive inside you
or you have a younger sibling, see
T low to Train Your Dragon." You
won't regret it.

NEW YORK — When Madonna
needed inspiration for her latest fashion collet lion, she didn't
have to look far.
The pop icon teamed up with
her Kl year-old daughter l.ourdcs
to create Material (Iirl, an affordable juniors' clothing line thai
debuts at Mary's this fall.
This is not Madonna's first
foray into designing. In2007, she
teamed up wilh I l&M to create
a limited edition collection, \l
by Madonna. I his time around.
Ini venture into fashion will be
long-lasting: She has launched a
new company railed NIC ICON
which, in addition to producing
the juniors' line, will also put out
other collections including eye
wear.
Ihe Material (iirl collection
includes jeans, shoes, fingerless gloves, necklaces and other
accessories. Many of the pieces
are inspired by Madonna and

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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her daughter's dance roots.
Madonna recently spoke
about Material (iirl, her relationship with lourdes (nicknamed
I .olni and her fashion risks and
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Ward, known for being a solo act and a part of
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains

out backstage I he last two tours
I have done, she has been working in the ward robe department.
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around all of the shoots I have
done and all of the campaigns I
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A I': Why did you want to do a
juniors'line?
Madonna: I .ola has been bothering me fbt ages about design
ing clot lies. Stella McCartney isa
good friend of mine and she got
her mind thinking when Lola
was a little girl, about H years old.
She Started giving Lob fabrics
and inviting her into her showroom anil asking her opinion On
things, giving her sketch Ixwiks
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
team sudoku and win prizes al:
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SUMMER

when the nights are warm. Grab a cool treal at the Bowling Green
staple and enjoy it outside on the conveniently placed picnic tables

lier voice gives to the album'is what any listener
will take fiom it the most
The fyiics are top-notch as well, dealing with

I

croons, "I m still thinking 'bout you every time
I m ndftg m my car. and three songs later brags

Together ihe group offers soft tock tunes found

how she's "gonna find somebody that's twKe as

in many oVff etent motion picture soundtiacks

cute cause I didn't like you anyhow Ihe album

The band's sophomore album. "Volume Two* is

seems to be following an on-again, off-agam

a sweet album combining joyous moods, wilh

relationship

fun. pop hooks and catchy choruses.

The humble album doesn t feature a grand

From the albums opener. "Thieves.* She & Him

introduction or have an epic fmal track, but

creates a distinct ?lst century Beattes sound and

instead continues at llio simple pace A starts

continues to follow-up with it throughout the

with The choruses found on "Volume Two.

entire 45 minutes.

though are impossible not to sing along with It's

The folk- inspired beats ate one thing, but

the exception to the rule that just because actors

Deshanels angelic vocals are what aie strongest

sing in a movie doesn't mean they should create

about the album The hauntingry beautiful sound

an Hum

I'V ONLINE: For more fruity reopw.
IAV savory ideas, visit vAVAwatermdonrxg

From Page 8

Rollerblading: Grab a group of friends and break out

/ Swimming: It may be a little early in the season, but as
temperatures i ise, SO does the need for taking a dip in the Portage
Quarry. As of today, the quarry is open from 9 a.m. to ."> p.m. on
weekends only (until it's official opening On Memorial Day). Adults
swim for $5 and children for SI. The quarry is an inexpensive way
to catch some rays, cool off with friends and prcicnd this city is near

those skates, liollerblading is a great way to take advantage of the
sunshine. It's also a great way to get to class, gel some exercise and
get caught up with friends,

both love and hate. In one song. Deshanel

the American supergroup. Monsters of Folk.

MELON
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the ocean.

/.. Barbecuing: Move over peanut butter and jelly, warm
weather and grilling are a match made in heaven. I ire up that grill
for some tasty eats, and impress your friends with your grill mastery when you don't burn their food.

O. Smoking: While the Pulse is no) endorsing carcinogen"
nor addiction, smoking hookah is a relaxing way to spend an eve
ning outside. Plop down on a grassy area and try the myriad of boo
kali flavors available. Go in with friends to keep costs down, enjoy
sparingl) and feel better about your tobacco consumption since
you're sharing a small amount among many people.

D. Chalking: Who says chalk is for classrooms and little kids''
Stick with Ihe classic sidewalk chalk oi kick it up a notch with 3-D
chalk from Crayola — guaranteed to entertain even ihe guys on a
sunny afternoon.

s. r laying: Games in general are just more fun outside when
the weather is pleasant Whether you prefer bean bags or (inscn
beverage of choice) pong, you will always find friends or neigh
DOTS to join in on the festivities. One of the perks of a college town
— everyone is willing to join in the fun. Make it a blot party and
meet new people while you're at il.

i. Kite Hying: rhiswindhastohavesomeadvantage.andkite
frying is It when the sun comes out. Checkout thedollat stoics. Ken
I'ranklin or Wal-Mart, and pick up some spring-friendly kites. It's a
cheap, fun way to spend an afternoon!

Maple Citrus Watermelon Glazed Chicken
D. Picnicking: Instead of eating your food in the dining halls,
why not take it outside? Impromptu picnics are the best way to
break up a clay full of classes and give you and your friends some
time to relax and enjoy the sun.

Watermelon Glaze
Ingredients:
2 cups watermelon puree
luice from 3 fresh lemons
I tablespoon lemon zest
1/2 cup maple syrup
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon

I \J. Spiking: Still catering to the oceansidc illusion, the
University lias conveniently placed sand volleyball courts on campus. With ihe last of winter's white stuff soaked up. students every
where are heading oul in droves to gel exercise, kill time and take
out pent tip aggression. Don't have a volleyball? Have an on-rani
pus friend check one out at his or her residence hall front desk.

O. I aSting: We all know that you gel more bang for your buck
al the local Myles' Dairy Queen, but the deal tastes even better

Instructions:
Simmer ingredients together in a heavy saucepan
for 20 minutes or until sauce is thick.
Servings: Makes 2 cups. Keep warm.

Chicken
Ingredients:
Skinless, boneless
chicken breast splits
2 cups pineapple juice

1/2 cup soy sauce
I tablespoon minced
fresh ginger
3 cloves minced fresh
garlic-

Instructions:
Place the chicken in a large zipper-lock l>ag with rest of the
ingredients, and seal tightly. Allow to marinate at least two
hours or up to 12. Grill until cooked and arrange on a warm
platter. I'our the glaze over the chicken and serve immediately.

Watermelon Yogurt Mint Smoothie

Watermelon Cupcakes

Ingredients:
I to 2 cups seedless watermelon chunks
I tablespoon honey
1 tablespoon fresh mini leaves or to taste
1 cup lemon yogurt
Dash cinnamon

Ingredients:
8 cupcake liners
8 cupcake shaped pieces of seedless watermelon, (see

below)
2 cups pineapple cream cheese frosting
Sprinkles for garnish

Instructions:
Place the liners in an 8-cup cupcake tin. Cut 3-inch
thick slices of seedless watermelon. ( lit round cupcake sized
pieces from ihe slices. Put a watermelon "cupcake'' in each
liner. Place a dollop of frosting on each cupcake. Decorate as
desired with sprinkles,

Instructions:
Puree the watermelon, honey and mint quickly
do
not over blend. Pulse in ihe yogurt and cinnamon until
smooth.

Serves: eight.

Serves: one or two.

Serves: eight.
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uOG
Tent here to say something about this
*
point that's important to students and the
campus
Friday. April 2.2010 8

Disco/a/suj/jj/js/i;

The two most predous tilings
about summer have to be making new discoveries and eating
big, fat watermelons. And if I
were to name a third, it would
probably be watching shirtless
lake down the street mow the
neighbor's lawn. But let's keep
that between you and me.
As luck would have it, during
the nicest day of the year so far,
I have seen the first two precious
summarizing aspects of my list
combine in the most wonderful

way. While surfing the Internet
thisalternoon looking for something to write this very food column about, I came across the
coolest Web site (enter precious
numero uno). And the title of
the Web site? The official site
of the National Watermelon
Promotion Board (enter precious numero dos).
I've compiled just a few gems
from this godsend ofa site, www,
watermelon.org. If you can tear
yourselfaway from the70-degree
weather to get down to Kroger
and buy one of summer's most
cherished edibles, I promise you
won't be disappointed.

See MELON I Page 9

WATERMELON YOGURT
MINT SMOOTHIE
(Watermelon. Honey, Mint.
Yogurt. Cinnamon)

MAPLE CITRUS
WATERMELON
GLAZED
CHICKEN
(Watermelon.
Chicken. Maple
Syrup. Lemon.
Soy Sauce. Garlic.
Ginger)

Lovin'

WATERMELON
CUPCAKES

Warm weather brings more fun in the sun

(Watermelon. Cupcakes.
Pineapple Cream Cheese

*»*.*.-

Compiled by Hcathtr Lindar and Aliiu O'Naill

Frosting. Sprinkles)

As the week winds down and temperatures break 70 degrees for
the first time in months, students are faced with the baffling
predicament of transitioning out of winter weather. Have no
fear. Pulse is here to help. We have compiled our top ways to make the
most out of this rare occurrence we call sunshine.

',«■ SUMMER I

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY KARI SCHNEIDER

IK EC NEWS

ALBUM
REVIEWS

THIS WEEK
IN ENTERTAINMENT:
SHEEN TO LEAVE MEN': Charlie
Sheen plans to leave TV show "Two and a
Half Men at the end of thts season Already
the highest-paid actor on TV, Sheen asked
for $2 million per episode and will leave
after rejecting the $1.2 million deal CBS
offered

WHAT MATT LIASSE
THINKS: Its not uncommon
for people in Hollywood to juggle
careers m both acting and music
In fact what's more uncommon is
for such a person to be exceptionally good in both
Acts like Lindsay Lohan. Jennifer

rT.«

CALLING ALL STARS: ABC's hit TV
show "Glee" will be launching a nationwide,
online casting call. The casting call will be to
join the show's second season and requires
a video entry, which must include a performance of one of the top 10 hit songs from
"Glee"

Love Hewitt and Scarlett
Johansson leave music listeners
wishing such acting celebrities
would never return to the microphone again.
This is not the case for She 4 Him
The duo band consists of two
already established celebrities:

SPEIDI CHANGES NAMES: He.d.
Montag and Spencer Pratt have decided to
change their names. To their "true nativeAmerican names" According to TMZ
reports. Monlag and Pratt will now be
known as White Wolf and Running Bear,
respectively

the "she" bemg Zooey Deshanel.
famous for her roles in "Elf."
"Yes Man" and "(SOO) Days Of
Summer." and the "h*n" being M

See VOLUME | Page 9

W'JW'WMI'JMI:
Rocking night at Howard's

Punk rock showcase in Toledo

Roller derby rolls into the SeaGate Centre

Howard's Club H will be hosting a slew

Mickey Finn's Pub is putting on a punk rock show-

Toledo's women's flat track roller derby team, the Glass City

of rock bands tonight. Straight to the

case tonight that will feature bands Tons of Fun,

Rollers, will take on Pittsburgh's roller derby team, the Steel City

Withdrawal, Resonant Soul, Downtown

Detroit natives City Yards and Happenin Goons.

Derby Demons, tomorrow night The home bout will start at 7

Brown and Extra Extra are all slated to

Doors are scheduled to open at 9 p.m. for the 18 and

p.m. at the SeaGate Convention Centre and tickets can be pur-

take the stage when doors open at 9 p.m.

over show with tickets at $5 and $7

chased at www.ticketmaster.com for $11.

"People think I have changed.
and I have changed. I'm now
the person I know I am."
-Jon Gosselin

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
*
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Madonna teams up with
er on fashion line
By Aliti.. Q11..1I.-.

WWWIMDBCOM

Children's movie
'Dragon' delights all ages
ByJoshWhetherholt

I)" Mm know how to train a drag
on?YVell,ldo, and it'sall thanks to
the ver) informational children's
storj "How to rrainYoui Dragon."
From Dreamworks, ii keeps with
die tradition <>l excellence ol
"Shrek" and kung In Panda."
Viking teenagct Hiccup, voiced
In l.t\ Baruchel, is a loser in his village, and his father, Stoick, voiced
In i .1-1 .ml Butler, is disappointed
in him. He is small, weak and has
absoluteh no skill .it the primary
concern ol his people
killing
dragons Hcisseenasaworthless
membei ol society, Inn all of that
Is about to change foi I liccup,
\ftei wounding,i never-bef'ore
Men hut mosl feared Night I nr\
dragon, Hiccup rushes oil to
slaughter the terror and become
a hero to his ullage. Hoxvevet
Hiccup cm I bunt; himsell t"
finish oil the dragon and ends
op noising II back in health and
learning secrets about dragons,
such as tlicii feat ol eels, their
love <>l rolling in grass and their
appro iationol a good neck rub.
When the village sees Hiccups

siulclrii prowess ni controlling
dragons, the) give him much
interest, and In- is projected to
In- the next great dragonslaying
warrior, despite I liccup's secret
disgust with killing dragons.
While training with his dragon,
dubbed "Toothless," lie is taken
in iIn- dragon's hidden nest, a
place no viking has ever seen and
returned to tell the tale. While
there, lie learns .1 new truth
about thedragons'way ol lifethal
could change the entire relation
ship between the dragons and
\ ikillgs.

font) into designing In 2007, -In
teamed up with ll,v\l to create
a limited edition collection, \i
b) Madonna, I his lime 11
In 1 venture into fashion will be
long lasting: Site has lai
new company ralk-d MlI ICON
ivlik h, in addition to producing
the juniors' line, will also put out
OIIK'I 1 oiks in in- mi ludiiij
Heal.
I he Maierial dill collection
includes jeans, shoes. \
less gloves, necklai es and othei
accessories Man', ol the
are inspired In Madonna

\l': U h) did you want lodoa
junior
\ i.nh .r in. 1.1 ola has been both
ering me foi age- ahoul di

lies. Si
ll lend o| nun, and she gol
itind thinking when I ola
wasalittlegiri IIMIUIH years old.
shr si.ined gi\ ing I ola fabrics
and ins nine, hei into
things, gi\ing hei -keuI,
and slllfi lit,

push, :
who

are

clothing

and (iahhaii
around all ol die

designers
I I lull r

just a children's movie. It had tons
ol humor, and the action was tl.it
out exciting, providing main
tense, white knuckle moments
Ii also contained several tough
subjects, such as I lici up being a
loser, his chieftain fathei being
ashamed 11I him and his inability
10 gel a girl.
II there is even a shred of your
1 in HI child siill alive inside you
ni youhaveayoungei sibling, see
"How 10 I rain Your Dragon. Vou
won 1 regret 11.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Plavniure Sudoku ,„„

Wln imm
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PRIZESUOOKU

SUMMER

/-. Barbecuing: Move met peanut butter and jelly, warm
weai hei and grilling are a match made in heaven, 1 he up 1l1.1t grill
leu si inn- last) eats, and iniprct
ith youi grill mas
lerj ',\hen you don't hum theii food.

J. Chalking:Whosav-chalk istoi 1 lassroomsandlittlckids?
sin k with the classic sidewalk chalk 01 kick it up a notch with I I)
elialk I10111 ( rayola
gtiaranleed 10 entertain even the guys on a
siinm afternoon

■
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Just use logic 10 solve

■

■

2

ing in the waidrolx1 department,

1

.
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1

1

mil hai kstagc. I he last two lours
I have dime, she has heel
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Rollerbladiny: Grab a group of friends and break 0111
those skates. Itnllcrhlading is a great wa) totaki
if the
sunshine. It's also a great way to get 1
seand
gel 1 aughi tipwiih friends.

■

,...■

■

8

"How in I lain Vour Dragon,"
like man) ol Dreamworks' nun
ics. na~ fun foi everyone ami not

VOLUME
.

NEW YOHk
When Madonna
needed inspiration foi het lat
esi fashion collet lion, sin- didn 1
have to look far.
I he pop icon teamed up with
Itci! I yeai olddaughterl ourdes
to create Material I lid, an afford
able juniors' clothing line that
debuts at Mary's this fall.
fins is ool Madonnas first

her daughter's dance roots,
Madonna
rei enll)
spoke
alxml Vlaterial (till, her relation
ship with liiinili-s inicknamed
I ola <UH\ hci lashion risks and

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

4 Kite flyir
'ing: I his wind has in ha.,

some advantage, and kite
flying is it when the sun comes out 1 he. koul the dollar stores Ken
I lanklm or Wal-Mart, and pick up some spung friendl) knes. It's a
cheap inn w.n lo spend an afternoon!

ivhen the nights an- warm, drab a cool ireal al the Howling
staple and enjo) 11 outside on lhe convenient I) plat edpicnii '

/ Swimming: Ii ma) he a little earl) in the season hi
temperatures use so due- the need for taking a dip in the Pi
Quarry \s of today, the quarry is open from 9 a.m in
weekends iink (until il suiiii i.il opening on Memorial Da) \dulls
swim for S5 and children for S4. ihe quarry is an inexp
to catch some ravs. cool off with friends and pretend this
then e.m.

O. jfTIOking: While the Pulse is ii
nor addii lion, smoking hookah is a n-I.IMII.
ning outside. Plop down on a grass) area and try the myi
kali llavois available, (id ill with friends lo keep ,
sp.iimglv and leel hellei ahoul vour tobacco consumption
you're sharing a small amount among mam people

/. Haying: dames 111 general aie |ii-i more funoulsid
the weathei i- pleasant. Whethei vou prefei bean bags
beverage oi chime pong, vou wiil always find In.:
bors io join in on the festivities. One of the perks of a o
eveiv one is willing lo join in I he lull. Make il a
meet new people while you 'real it.

Maple Citrus Watermelon Glazed Chicken
D Picnicking: Instead ol eating youi food in the dining halls,
win nui lake ii outside? Impromptu picnics are ihe best way lo
break up a dav lull ol classes and give '."ii and vimi friends some
lime to relax and enjov the sun

Watermelon Glaze
Ingredients:
2 cups watermelon puree
luicefrom :i fresh lemons
I tablespoon lemon zesi
1/2cup maples) rup
1 2 teaspoon cinnamon

O. lasting: Weall know thai v.,,
bang lei viuir buck
al the local Mylcs Daily Queen, lint the deal lasies rven hellei

\\J Spiking: siiii catering to the
illusion, the
lliiiicrsiiv has i onvenieiitl) plai ed sand volli
pus. v\ it Ii the last ol winter's white stuff soaked up, students i
where aie heading mil in droves to gel ever, isc kill time and laki
mil pi nl up aggression. 1 Ion I have a voile)ball? Have all on
pus friend check one out al his or her i
I front desk

Instructions:
siinmei ingredients together in a heavy saucepan
for 20 minutes 01 until sauce is thick.
Sen ings: Makes 2 cups. Keep warm.

Cliicken
Ingredients:
skinless, boneless
chii ken breast splits
l1 cups pineapple juice

I '2 Clip SO) sauce
I tablespoon minced
fresh ginger
3 cloves minced fresh
garlic

Instructions:
Place the chicken in a large zipper-lock hag with rest of the
ingredients, and seal tightly, Allow 111 marinate ai leasi two
hours or up to 12. Grill until cooked and arrange on a warm
plattet Poui the glaze over tire chicken and serve immedi-

Watermelon Yogurt Mini Smoothie

Watermelon Cupcakes

Ingredients:
I to 2 cups seedless watermelon chunks
I tablespoon hone)
I tablespoon fresh mint leaves oi to taste
I cup lemon vogui I
lKis.li, inn.mum

Ingredients
8 cupcake liners
ii cupcake shaped pieces ol seedless watermelon
below
2 cups pineapple cream cheese frosting

Instructions:
Puree ihe watermelon, honey and mini quickly
do
no! over blend. Pulse ill the vnguii and i imiamon until
smooth,

ately,

Serves: eight.

serves: one or two.

Sprinkles foi garnish
Install Hon..
Place ihe liners in an B-cup cupcake tin
("tit 3-inch
thick slices of seedless watermelon I ui round cupcake sized
pieces from the slices. Put a watermelon "cupcake in each
liner. Place a dollop ol frosting on each cupcake. Decorate as
,1 with sprinkles,

Serves: eight.
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DALLAS - The Federal Aviation
'iistraiion is relaxing the rules
on Hying over former President
George W Bush s ranch in
Crawford. Texas, federal officials
said

FRAMINGHAM. Mass - President
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ACROSS

Barack Obama has made an
unannounced stop for a briefing
on flooding recovery efforts in

1 Repairs with thread
5 Burning
10 Pan o( C W Post: Abbr.
14 BCSorg.
15 Tot watchers' nicknames
16 Muscle quality
17'"Unbelievable!"
19 Radio toggle switch
20 What you can't have
success without?
21 Abate
23 La Mediterranee. e.g.
25 'Knitting aid, in a way
28 "Born Free" lioness
30 Record book
31 Evaluates
32 Adopt, as a stray
35 Cosmetic surgery, for short
37 "Office component
42 R.E.M.'s "The
Love"
43 Like angry bees
45 Highway with a terminus at
Dawson Creek. British Columbia

Massachusetts
In between a health care speech
in Maine and Democratic fundraisers in Massachusetts. Obama
squeezed in a visit to the state
emergency management headquarters in Framingham. Thats roughly
20 miles west of Boston. He was
meeting with Gov Deval Patrick
and emergency crews managing
the crisis
Record rainfalls have caused
flooding across the New England
states, with Rhode Island taking the
most devastating toll Bridges and
highways have washed out from
Maine to Connecticut and sewage
systems have been overwhelmed to
the point that families were asked to
stop flushing toilets
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Obama makes
unannounced stop for
flooding briefing

-Linda Stewart Ball (AP)
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FAA relaxes airspace
restrictions over
Bush ranch

Effective June 3 the FAA will
shrink the boundary of restricted
airspace around the ranch from a
radius of three nautical miles to a
radius of two nautical miles It will
lower the restricted air ceiling from
an altitude of 5.000 feet to 2.000
feet

1

"

s_)

A notice published Wednesday
in the Federal Register says the U.S.
Secret Service recognizes the need
for ongoing security at the ranch
located about 95 miles south of
Dallas, but considers it appropriate
■ .intly reduce the closed
anspace around it following a security review.
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_-Cat
Old French com
Wakeboard relative
Exams for srs.
Yosemite photographer Adams
6 '60s-'70s Saudi king
7 Having one sharp,
musically
8 Cry of support
9 Competitor of Helena
and Coco
10 Mississippi River
source
11 Vegan's credo
12 Add. as if by pouring
13 Plays the siren
18 Cleopatra's undoing
22 Equipment for 52Across
23 Came across
24 Jack of Westerns
26 Recital performer
27 Pre-weekend "Phew!"
29 Cold War agcy.
33 Like some unexpected
endings
34 Lille denial
36 Home-school link:
Abbr.
38 Appear to be
39 Have debts

Night sch. course
Give off
'Legendary archer
tvian, for one
Each
Japanese-American
Almond _: crunchy candy
'Cartoon beeper
Reactions to no-bramers
"Coffee __T
Nevada neighbor
Renege on a dele?
Oracles
Links warning, and a prefix
with the second word of the
answers to starred clues
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VOTED BEST PIZZA

40 Collides with
41 Leak
44 Beantown transit
syst.
45 Oscars and such
46 Curl around the
edge of the hole
without going in.
in golf
47 Stale expression
48 Blue Jays' div.
50 Bank, often
53 Houston hockey
team
54 Turkish money
55 Sch. with a
Shrevepon campus
59 Ample, slangily
62 Pay dirt
63 Had
64 Auditory organ
65 Scoreboard letters
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PISrilM€LLO'S§

SK ABOUT
UR SPECIAL?!
e our coupon menu at
'.pisanellos.com
ti

-Julie Pace (AP)

203 N. Main W***™
352-S166 I
$6.50 Minimum
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

Two Conn, convicts freed
after serving 16 years
By Stephanie Rcitz

VERNQN I onn.
RonaldTaylor
and! leorgei iould. wearingshackles .mil the orange jumpsuits
ii in the slate's convicted
killi is entered mini I hursda)
flanked in prison guards.
I he) left in new clothes fresh
off the hangers, flanked bj their
families and basking in the
court's affirmation that, despite
Hi ii are m prison, thej were
never murderers at all.
laylor, 51, and Gould, 48, were
released rhursdaj on the ordei
ni RockvilleSuperioi Court ludge
Stanla Fuger, who called them
victims of "manifest injustice" foi
being convicted ol the 1993 killing ol a New I laven store owner.
The star witness against them
has since recanted, and a private
Investigatoi hind by state public
defenders concluded the men's
l)\ \ was not found on a cord
used to tie the victim's hands.
Gould said he never gave up

hope,
"I've been waiting for this for
a while, foi a lung time, but I
always knew it would come to

this day." said (iould. standing in
the sun as a bee man for the first
lime since being sentenced in
1995 to an RO-year prison term.
Taylor, who is in chemotherapy treatment for life-threatening
liver cancer, said he had a few
simple wishes: spaghetti with a
perfect marinara sauce and garlic bread, time with his wife and
family and to "live, just live — live
outside those walls."
The judge last month overturned Taylor's and Gould's
convictions in the killing of
Bugenio DeleonVega in his store
and ordered the men set free.
Their release was delayed until
Thursday because prosecutors
had II) days under court rules to
challenge the order.
Prosecutor Michael O'l fare said
the state will appeal the ruling that
threw out the convictions, but he
did not oppose the mens releases
from prison in the meantime.
The two men had to sign

promises to return to court if
charged again, wear HI'S monitoring devices to ensure they do
not leave Connecticut! check in
regularly with court officials and
avoid contact with the grocery

store owner's family.
Taylor's
attorney
Peter
Tsimhidaros said they hope
prosecutors decide
against
retrying the men after they read
transcripts of the 20 days of trial
testimony. Since the judge has
ruled thai the testimony of the
so-called star witness was perjury, it cannot he used again.
"I'm still hopeful the stale will
do the right thing and drop the
appeal, but if they don't, we're
doing to light it very VBiy aggressively," Tsimhidaros said.
The store ouner's family has
not attended the proceedings
and could not immediately be
located Thursday for comment.
flic witness testified diat she
saw (iould enter the store and
heard him arguing with the owner
about opening his safe. She said
she heard a gunshot and then saw
I Iould and Taylor leave the store.
liut last year, she testified that
she had lied and that she was not
at the killing scene.
The judge said the witness in
1993 was a "deeply troubled"
woman who was addicted to
heroin and engaging in prostitution to imi her habit.
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• Lunch Fri. • Sat. • Sun.
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Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

LIFEGUARDS & WSI's needed at
Tarlan Fields Goll Club. Dublin, OH
S8 251ir 8 up Apply at
tartanlields com and lorward to:
plausch@columbus.rr.com

2BR apis. 4th St. pets OK, reduced
price. S490/mo +gas/elec. water inc!
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

BG Apts-818/822 2nd SI.
2BR Apts Avail. May or August.
S490/S500 . ulil. 12 mo lease
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

Toledo.com is searching for several
interns to create content for our site.
Positions include web designers.
loumalists/wnters. social media
interns.and photography
and video interns Please send
resumes and samples to:
brandy@toledo com
or calU 19-776-7000, x105
lor more into Come spend the
summer with us covering the local
arts and entertainment scene!
Our ottice is in Levis Commons
in Perrysburg and this is a
paid internship with flexible hours.

For Rent

"10-11 s.y. leases/apts. houses, effs
Looking to wrap up Houses still avail
Discounts on 1 -6 BR houses & apts
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p
"Last Large Houses for 10-11 S.Y.
Musi go, MAKE Olfer 353-0325 9-9p
930 E. Woosler. 6BR = 7 unrelated
321 E Merry house. 4BR =7 allowed
315 E Merry UP. 4BR = 5 allowed

1 apt. dose to campus,
available NOW. May & August
Call 419-708-9981

3 bedroom. 2 bath apt -1 left!
recently updated, newer carpet
619 High St Call 419-308-3525
3 person house. 144 S. Summit,
4 BR. 3 balhs. S1200/mo
Avail Aug 15, call 419-308-2050
3BR house ♦ util. avail 5/15/10.
3 room effic incl util. avail NOW.
1 rm studio apt incl util. avail 7/15/10.
2BR apt-futil. avail 8/15/10
Call 419-601-3225 or 352-4773
3BR, each w/ privale full bath.
close to campus, S950/mo.
Call 419-708-9981
424 E Woosler, Lg 3 BR apt. great
location, avail Fall 2010 S950/mo,
ulils incl Call 419-352-5882.
426 E Woosler. large 1 BR apt
Avail Fall 2010. S475/mo, utils incl
Call 419-352-5882
842 / 846 7th St. 3BR. 2 bath, new S
modern duplexes, close to campus.
Call 419-353-5078

Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory
www.bgviews.com
NEW REDUCED RENT
HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
PET FRIENDLY
May Lease 2010-2011
824 5th SI - 4 BR 2 bath. A/C. W/D,
S720/mo - 3 ppl. S875/mo - 4 ppl
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064
www.froboserentals.com
Nice 2BR house, near campus,
new inside, energy efficient.
S750/mo Call 419-352-5882
Shamrock Storage
Many sizes Near BGSU
ShamrockBG.com 419-354-0070
Shamrock Studios
Spring Special on Studio Apt.
Semester leases. S425/mo. turn.
We provide all ulil. cable. WiFi.
Call 354-0070 or ShamrockBG com
www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management. Inc.
419-353-5800

Avail Aug. 2010. all upgraded.
large houses, call 419-308-2458
3 Bedroom houses
127 Georgia St - S975/mo,
219 N. Enterprise - S1350/mo.
606 Fifth St - S900/mo.
131 N Church -S750/mo.
2 BR house: 133 Georgia -S750/mo
3_BB_aBl 443 N Enterprise -550/mo
1 BR apis: 112 Ridge SI - 350/mo,
S 443 N. Enlerpnse - S300/mo.
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Services Offered
Buyers ot scrap metal, cars.
aluminum, cans, brass, copper
We sell used car parts 352-0019

Help Wanted

Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane
Residential Services. Inc is looking
for positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with developmental disabilities Will provide personal
care & help w/ daily living skills.
Flexible schedules - lull time, part
lime. & sub positions available
S9 -S13 18/hr based on exp.
Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening Obtain application from
WLRS, 545 Pearl St. Bowling Green.
Monday-Friday. 8 00am-4 00pm
or download application at:
www.woodlaneresldential.org.
EO.E

IBARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Instructor needs PT childcare lor
3yr/old twins in BG home.
E-mail stacif@bgsu edu
Part-time sales position at
Heringhaus Furniture in BG
15-20/rirs per week. E-mail resume
to He

OPEN LATE

reea^%urriras'
419-906-4729
• WE DELIVER*

■at CAHO

2 Big Burritos - $5.99
-or1 Big Burritos + Drink • $3.99
i.;
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♦ HOW TO TRAIN YOU* D4UOON |PG|<Not»a»M
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♦ CLASH OF THE TITANS (PG-13) iNo PMMI
'(1130) '(205) '440 7 15 950
DIARY OF A WIMPY KID |PG|
'(12 00) '(2 30) *5 00 7 25 945

520 E. Reed St. $525/month ipi>'* electric)
525 E. Merry St. $525/month Iplus electric)
507 E. Merry St. $525/month (plus electric)

$8- $14+ an hour!
Part Time during school
Full Time during summer break
www.homecltylce.com

ALICE IN WONDERLAND [PG]
'(1140) '(2 15) '4 55 7 35 10 10
♦ NO PASMS NO CUSW SUPIKSMIK
" Mnri R idWd bmun oft« t

Highland Management
Now leasing lor 2010-2011 s.y.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
Call 419-354-6036, M-F. 9am -3pm
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2. M-F.
www.bgapartments.com

$1

.00
per visit

March 29 - April 2
[for standard bed]
Musi be used by May 8 Offer
valid at Heat location only.

K? OUR 2010-2011

Woodir, |i M

BOUNTY HUNTER (PG-13]
"(1135) •<210) -450 730 1005

Fum. rooms. Ireedom ol house,
TV. W/D, clean S quiet. S250/mo
w/S100dep Call 419-354-6117

WWW.MECCABG.COM

cinemark.com
or call l-gO0-FANDANG0 • Exp Code 1432H

FULLLISTINGI
419.353.5800
1045 N. Main St
Bowling Green, OH 43402

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED • WILL TRAIN

WWW SPEEDYBIIRRITOS COM

425 E. WOOSTER • BEHIND THE NEW DOMINO'S

12 month leases starting May 2010
122 N Enterprise - 1BR. S380/mo
322 E Court- IBRapt.
S440/mo includes all util
230 N Enterprise - 1BR. S370/mo
604 5th St - 3BR. 2ba. $870/mo
605 5th St - 3BR, t 5ba. S630/mo
837 3rd Si - 3BR, 2ba, $840/mo
847 2nd SI- 3BR, 2ba, S900/mo
Call lor August available rentals
www.BGApar1ments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

For advance tickets & showtimes visit

CINEMA 5

No* Accept*

1 BR apt. 1 block Irom campus
w/ parking, S400/mo. pets OK
Call 419-308-1733

Help Wanted

K

1-800-899-8070

Newlove Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentats.com

meccabg.com • info@meccabq.com
• Tuuo bedroom apartments
• Close to Campus
• Furnished/Unfurnished

